
Opening the Tomb Project Reflection	

!
Directions: Finish each sentence completely on a separate sheet of paper. On your separate sheet 
of paper, you should create three paragraphs, and title the paragraphs “Project Purpose,” “What 
I learned,” and “Reflection.” !
When you are finished, turn your neatly hand-written reflection in to Mr. Curtis. !
PROJECT PURPOSE  !
For this paragraph you should describe things we had to do to complete this project and why we 
did them. Consider reflecting on presenting on various Egyptian architecture and art, 
Engineering an Empire documentary, Selecting your city, Choosing your jobs, Designing the 
website, Designing your city, finding the area, volume, and surface area of structures within 
city, prototyping, receiving critique from Mr. G’s Class, and creating final city !

1. The main purpose of this project was to learn about (lots of details!!!)…  
2. Here are the steps we took to complete this project (details): 

a. First we… 
b. Next, we… 
c. Then, we… 
d. After that, we… 
e. Finally, we… !

WHAT I LEARNED 
1. What did you learn about Egyptian art and architecture? 
2. How did the Egyptians build many of their pyramids and/or other structures? 
3. What did you learn about Ancient Egyptian Religion? 
4. How do you find area, volume, and surface area for your city? 
5. How did you use critique in this project to help you improve your city? 
6. What is the most valuable thing that you learned from completing this project? !

REFLECTION !
1. After completing this project, I feel REALLY good about… 
2. The most FUN part of this project was_____________ because…. 
3. The most challenging part of the project was ____________ because… 
4. I think I did well on this project because… 
5. A part of this project that I wish was different is… 
6. If I could do this project again, I would…. 


